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Wikimedia Content Projects...

- **Wikipedia**
  The free encyclopedia

- **Wikibooks**
  Free textbooks and manuals

- **Wikiquotes**
  Collection of quotations

- **Wikiversity**
  Free learning materials and activities

- **Wiktionary**
  Free dictionary and thesaurus

- **Wikidata**
  Free knowledge base

- **Wikisource**
  Free-content library

- **Wikinews**
  Free-content news

- **Wikispecies**
  Free directory of species

- **Meta-Wiki**
  Wikimedia interproject coordination
Wikipedia Facts...

- 5th most popular site
- 40 million articles
- 293 languages
- Not a scholarly resource
Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums
Welcome to the WikiProject page for the Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis University Library.

**Scope**  [edit]

The purpose of this project is to improve the coverage of underrepresented subjects in Wikipedia using materials from our distinctive collections. Some articles will be generated from Encoded Archival Description (EAD) finding aids using the Remixing Archival Metadata Project (RAMP) tool.

If you are interested in helping, please add your username to the Participants section.

**Categories:** Wikipedia GLAM in the United States | WikiProject Education in the United States
Wikipedia Core Principles...

• Online encyclopedia
• Neutral point of view
• Free content that anyone can edit and distribute
• Respect and civility
• No firm rules
Wikipedia Account & User Page...

• User name
• User page features
  • Conflict of Interest Statement
  • Talk Page
  • Preferences
#1Lib1Ref Global Campaign...

Adding Citations:

• Citation Hunt
What’s Next...

• Participate in #1Lib1Ref
  • February 2, 2017 @ 12:00 PM, Room UL3100
• Monthly brown bag session
Image Credits...


Wikimedia Projects with Logo (screenshot),

GLAM logo with transparent background for meta:GLAM by Glamlogo.jpg: User:Husky and h3m3ls, Mischa de Muynck and Nielsderivative work: PKM (talk) - Glamlogo.jpg, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15207052
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